
Dear Sir/ Madam 

We have about 150 receive only C band satellite dishes. 

We tried to register the 312 forms for protection before the deadline of Oct,31,2018. 

Unfortunately, we encountered two problems 

First, we could not file all of the forms as one patch. Our data entry technician says, she tried to 

find a way to do that on the FCC website but failed. So we ended up filling them one form at a 

time.This was a time consuming process due the slow interaction with the FCC website and 

possibly our unfamiliarity with it. As a result we missed the deadline by few hours for about one 

third of the forms although we never stopped for a minute. 

 

We seek an exception and hope you accept our late fillings for the forms that were late. 

  

Second, as it turned out, the fees to our filling one form at a time will be calculated by multiplied 

the filling fees with the number of forms which we filled . 

 

This amount of money will make  it literary impossible for us to pay and our right to file for 

protection will be lost. 

We understand that if we have filled as one patch the fees would be in the $11000 range. 

 

We seek a relieve to allow us to file as a patch with the fees in the $11000 dollar range. We 

would be willing to withdraw our current fillings and fill them again as one patch with the help 

of the IBFS staff provided that our rights are protected ( we could not contact the FCC at night 

yesterday) 

 

We are a small company and if you do not give us a relief in either one of these two requests,the 

fate of our company will be at stake. 

 

Thank you 

  

Mahmoud Wahba 

Champion Teleport, Inc 

Call sign E 150 140 

  

Email 

teleport@alphastar.com 

Phone  

203 979 2700 

 

mailto:teleport@alphastar.com

